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MEASURE RIGIDITY FOR RANDOM DYNAMICS ON SURFACES WITH
POSITIVE ENTROPY
AARON W. BROWN AND FEDERICO RODRIGUEZ HERTZ
ABSTRACT. Given a surface M and a Borel probability measure ν on the group of C2-
diffeomorphisms of M , we study ν-stationary probability measures on M . Assuming the
positivity of a certain entropy, the following dichotomy is proved: either the stable distribu-
tions for the random dynamics is non-random, or the measure is SRB. In the case that ν-a.e.
diffeomorphism preserves a common smooth measure m, we show that for any positive-
entropy stationary measure µ either there exists a ν-almost-surely invariant µ-measurable
line field (corresponding do the stable distributions for a.e. random composition) or the
measure µ is ν-almost-surely invariant and coincides with an ergodic component of m.
To prove the above result, we introduce a skew product with surface fibers over a
measure preserving transformation equipped with an increasing sub-σ-algebra Fˆ . Given
an invariant measure µ for the skew product, and assuming the Fˆ -measurability of the ‘past
dynamics’ and the fiber-wise conditional measures, we prove a dichotomy: either the fiber-
wise stable distributions are measurable with respect to a related increasing sub-σ-algebra,
or the measure µ is fiber-wise SRB.
1. INTRODUCTION
Given an action of a one-parameter group on a manifold with some degree of hyper-
bolicity, there are typically many ergodic, invariant measures with positive entropy. For
instance, given an Anosov or Axiom A diffeomorphism of a compact manifold, the equi-
librium states for Ho¨lder-continuous potentials provide measures with the above properties
[BR, Bow]. When passing to hyperbolic actions of larger groups, the following phenome-
non has been demonstrated in many settings: the only invariant ergodic measures with pos-
itive entropy are absolutely continuous (with respect to the ambient Riemannian volume).
For instance, consider the action of the semi-group N2 on the additive circle generated by
x ÞÑ 2x mod 1 x ÞÑ 3x mod 1.
Rudolph showed for this action that the only invariant, ergodic probability measures are
Lebesgue or have zero-entropy for every one-parameter subgroup [Rud]. In [KS], Katok
and Spatzier generalized the above phenomenon to actions of commuting toral automor-
phisms.
Outside of the setting of affine actions, Kalinin, Katok, and Rodriguez Hertz, have re-
cently demonstrated a version of abelian measure rigidity for nonuniformly hyperbolic,
maximal-rank actions. In [KKRH], the authors consider Zn acting by C1`α diffeomorph-
isms on a pn ` 1q-dimensional manifold and prove that any Zn-invariant measure µ is
absolutely continuous assuming that at least one element of Zn has positive entropy with
respect to µ and the Lyapunov exponent functionals are in general position.
For affine actions of non-abelian groups, a number of results have recently been ob-
tained by Benoist and Quint in a series of papers [BQ1, BQ2, BQ3]. For instance, consider
a finitely supported measure ν on the group SLpn,Zq. Let Γν Ă SLpn,Zq be the (semi-
)group generated by the support of µ. We note that Γν acts naturally on the torus Tn.
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In [BQ1], it is proved that if every finite index subgroup of (the group generated by) Γν
acts irreducibly on Rn then every ν-stationary probability measure on Tn is either finitely
supported or is Haar; in particular every ν-stationary probability measure is SLpn,Zq-
invariant. Similar results are obtained in [BQ1] for groups of translations on quotients of
simple Lie groups.
In this article, we prove a measure rigidity result for stationary measures for groups
acting by diffeomorphisms on surfaces. We focus here only on actions on surfaces and sta-
tionary probability measures with positive entropy though we expect the results to hold in
more generality. We rely heavily on the tools from the theory of nonuniformly hyperbolic
diffeomorphisms used in [KKRH] as well as a modified version of the “exponential drift”
arguments developed in [BQ1] and [EM].
2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND CONSTRUCTIONS
Let M be a closed (compact, boundaryless) C8 Riemannian manifold. We write
DiffrpMq for the group of Cr-diffeomorphisms from M to itself equipped with its nat-
ural Cr-topology. Fix r “ 2 and consider a subgroup Γ Ă Diff2pMq. We say a Borel
probability measure µ on M is Γ-invariant if
µpf´1pAqq “ µpAq (1)
for all Borel A ĂM and all f P Γ.
We note that for any continuous action by an amenable group on a compact metric space,
there always exists at least one invariant measure. However, for actions by non-amenable
groups, invariant measures need not exists. For this reason, we introduce a weaker notion of
invariance. Let ν be a Borel probability measure on the group Γ. We say Borel probability
measure µ on M is ν-stationary ifż
µpf´1pAqq dνpfq “ µpAq
for any Borel A Ă M . By the compactness of M , it follows that for any probability ν on
Γ there exists a ν-stationary probability µ (e.g. [Kif, Lemma I.2.2].)
We note that if µ is Γ-invariant then µ is trivially ν-stationary for any measure ν on Γ.
Given a ν-stationary measure µ such that equality (1) holds for ν-a.e. f P Γ, we say that µ
is ν-a.s. Γ-invariant.
Given a probability ν on Diff2pMq one defines the random walk on group of diffeo-
morphisms. A path in the random walk induces a sequence of diffeomorphisms from M to
itself. As in the case of a single transformation, we study the asymptotic ergodic properties
of typical sequences of diffeomorphisms acting on M . We write Σ` “
`
Diff2pMq
˘N for
the space of sequences of diffeomorphisms ω “ pf0, f1, f2, . . . q P Σ`. Given a Borel
probability measure ν on Diff2pMq, we equip Σ` with the product measure νN. We ob-
serve that Diff2pMq is a Polish space, hence Σ` is Polish and the probability νN is Radon.
Let σ : Σ` Ñ Σ` be the shift map
σ : pf0, f1, f2, . . . q ÞÑ pf1, f2, . . . q.
We have that νN is σ-invariant. Given a sequence ω “ pf0, f1, f2, . . . q P Σ` and n ě 0
we define a cocycle
f0ω :“ Id, fω “ f
1
ω :“ f0, f
n
ω :“ fn´1 ˝ fn´2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ f1 ˝ f0.
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We interpret pΣ`, νZq as a parametrization of all paths in the random walk defined by ν.
Following existing literature ([LY2], [LQ]), we denote by X`pM, νq the random dynami-
cal system on M defined by the random compositions tfnω uωPΣ` .
Given a measure ν on Diff2pMq and a ν-stationary measure µ, we say a subset A ĂM
is X`pM, νq-invariant if for ν-a.e. f and µ-a.e. x PM
(1) x P A ùñ fpxq P A and
(2) x PM rA ùñ fpxq PM rA.
We say a ν-stationary probability measure µ is ergodic if, for every X`pM, νq-invariant
set A, we have either µpAq “ 0 or µpM r Aq “ 0. We note that for a fixed ν-stationary
measure µ, we have an ergodic decomposition of µ into ergodic, ν-stationary measures
[Kif, Proposition I.2.1].
For a fixed ν and a fixed ν-stationary probabilityµ, we define the µ-metric entropy of the
random process X`pM, νq as follows. Given a finite partition ξ of M into µ-measurable
sets, define
Hµpξq “ ´
ÿ
CiPξ
µpCiq logpµpCiqq
(with the standard convention that 0 log 0 “ 0.) We define the µ-entropy of X`pM, νq
with respect to the partition ξ by
hµpX
`pM, νq, ξq :“ lim
nÑ8
1
n
ż
Hµ
˜
n´1ł
k“0
pfkωq
´1ξ
¸
dνNpωq
and the entropy of X`pM, νq by
hµpX
`pM, νq :“ suphµpX
`pM, νq, ξq (2)
where the supremum is taken over all finite measurable partitions ξ.
In the case that ν is not compactly supported in Diff2pMq, we will assume the integra-
bility condition ż
log`p|f |C2q ` log
`p|f´1|C2q dν ă 8. (˚)
where log`paq “ maxtlogpxq, 0u and | ¨ |C2 denotes the C2-norm. The integrability
condition (˚) implies the weaker conditionż
log`p|f |C1q ` log
`p|f´1|C1q dν ă 8 (3)
which guarantees Oseledec’s Multiplicative Ergodic theorem holds. The log-integrability
of the C2-norms is needed later to apply tools from Pesin theory.
Proposition 2.1 (Random Oseledec’s multiplicative theorem.). Let ν be measure onDiff2pMq
satisfying (3). Let µ be an ergodic, ν-stationary probability.
Then there are real numbers ´8 ă λ1 ă λ2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λℓ ă 8, called Lyapunov
exponents such that for νN-a.e. sequence ω P Σ` and µ-a.e. x PM there is a filtration
t0u Ĺ V 1ω pxq Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ĺ V
ℓ
ωpxq “ TM (4)
such that for v P V kω pxqr V k´1ω pxq
lim
nÑ8
1
n
}Dxf
n
ω pvq} “ λk.
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Furthermore, the subspaces V iωpxq are invariant in the sense that
DxfωV
k
ω pxq “ V
k
σpωqpfωpxqq.
For a proof of the above theorem see, for example, [LQ, Proposition I.3.1]. We write
Esωpxq :“
ď
λjă0
V jω pxq
for the stable Lyapunov subspace for the word ω at the point x.
We note that the Random process X`pM, νq is not invertible. Thus, while stable Lya-
punov subspaces are defined for νZ-a.e. ω and µ-a.e. x, there are no well-defined un-
stable Lyapunov subspaces for X`pM, νq. However, to state the result we will need a
notion of SRB-measures (also called u-measures) for random sequences of diffeomorph-
isms. We will state the precise definition (Definition 5.8) in Section 5.3 after introducing
fiber-wise unstable manifolds for a related skew product construction. Roughly speaking,
a ν-stationary measure µ is SRB if it has absolutely continuous conditional measures along
unstable manifolds. Since we have not yet defined unstable manifolds (or subspaces), we
postpone the formal definition and give here an equivalent property. The following is an
adaptation of [LY1].
Proposition 2.2 ([LQ, Theorem VI.1.1]). Let M be a compact manifold and let ν be a
probability on Diff2pMq satisfying (˚). Then, an ergodic, ν-stationary probability µ is an
SRB-measure if and only if
hµpX
`pM, νqq “
ÿ
λią0
miλi
where mi “ dim Vi ´ dimVi´1 is the multiplicity of the exponent λi.
We introduce some terminology for invariant measurable subbundles. Given a subgroup
Γ Ă Diff2pMq, we have an induced the action of Γ on sub-vector-bundles of the tangent
bundle TM via the differential. Consider a ν supported on Γ and a ν-stationary Borel
probability µ on M .
(1) We say a µ-measurable subbundle V Ă TM is ν-a.s. invariant if DfpV pxqq “
V pfpxqq for every ν-a.e. f P Γ and µ-a.e. x PM.
(2) A pνNˆµq-measurable family of subbundles pω, xq ÞÑ Vωpxq Ă TxM is X`pΓ, νq-
invariant if for pνN ˆ µq-a.e. pω, xq
DxfωVωpxq “ Vσpωqpfωpxqq.
Note that subbundles in the filtration (4) are X`pΓ, νq-invariant.
(3) We say a X`pM, νq-invariant family of subspaces Vωpxq Ă TM is non-random
if there exists a ν-a.s. invariant µ-measurable subbundle Vˆ Ă TM with Vˆ pxq “
Vωpxq for pνN ˆ µq-a.e. pω, xq.
3. STATEMENT OF RESULTS: GROUPS OF SURFACE DIFFEOMORPHISMS
For all results in this paper, we restrict ourselves to the case that M is a closed surface.
Equip M with a background Riemannian metric.
Let νˆ be a Borel probability on the group Diff2pMq satisfying the integrability hypothe-
ses (˚). Let µˆ be an ergodic νˆ-stationary measure on M . We will assume positivity of the
metric entropy:
hµˆpX
`pM, νˆqq ą 0. (5)
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By the fiber-wise Margulis–Ruelle inequality (see Proposition 4.5 below) applied to the
associated skew product (see Section 4.1), (5) implies that the Oseledec’s filtration (4) is
nontrivial and the exponents satisfy
´8 ă λ1 ă 0 ă λ2 ă 8. (6)
In particular, the stable Lyapunov subspace Esωpxq corresponds to the subspace V 1ω pxq in
(4) and is 1-dimensional.
We now state our first theorem
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a closed C8 surface. Let νˆ be a Borel probability measure on
Diff2pMq satisfying (˚) and let µˆ be an ergodic, νˆ-stationary Borel probability measure
on M with hµˆpX`pM, νˆqq ą 0. Then either
(1) the stable distribution Esωpxq is non-random, or
(2) µˆ is SRB.
We have as an immediate corollary.
Corollary 3.2. Let νˆ be as in Theorem 3.1 with µˆ an ergodic, positive entropy, νˆ-stationary
probability measure. Assume there are no νˆ-a.s. invariant µˆ-measurable line-fields. Then
µˆ is SRB.
We note that in [BQ1], the authors prove an analogous statement. Namely, for ho-
mogeneous actions satisfying certain hypotheses, any non-atomic stationary measure µˆ is
shown to be absolutely continuous along some unstable (unipotent) direction. Using Rat-
ner Theory, one concludes that the stationary measure µˆ is thus the Haar measure and
hence invariant for every element of the action. In non-homogeneous settings, such are
the one considered here and the one considered in [EM], there is no analogue of Ratner
Theory. Thus, in such settings more structure is needed in order to promote the SRB prop-
erty to absolutely continuity or almost-sure invariance of the stationary measure µˆ. The
next theorem demonstrates that this promotion is possible assuming the existence of an
almost-surely invariant volume.
Theorem 3.3. Let Γ Ă Diff2pMq be a subgroup and assume Γ preserves a probability
measure m equivalent to the Riemannian volume on M . Let νˆ be a probability measure
on Diff2pMq with νˆpΓq “ 1 and satisfying (˚). Let µˆ be an ergodic νˆ-stationary Borel
probability measure. Then either
(1) hµˆpX`pΓ, νˆqq “ 0,
(2) hµˆpX`pΓ, νˆqq ą 0 and the stable distribution Esωpxq is non-random, or
(3) µˆ is absolutely continuous and is νˆ-a.s. Γ-invariant.
Furthermore, in conclusion (3), we will have that µˆ is (up to normalization) the restric-
tion of m to a positive volume subset.
4. SKEW PRODUCT (RE)FORMULATION OF RESULTS
We translate the above results about random products of diffeomorphisms into results
about related skew products, as well as introducing a more abstract skew product set-
ting. This allows us to convert the dynamical properties of random, non-invertible actions,
to properties of one-parameter invertible actions and to exploit tools from the theory of
nonuniform hyperbolicity.
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4.1. Canonical skew product associated to a random dynamical system. Let M and
νˆ be as in Section 3. Consider the product space Σ` ˆM and define the (non-invertible)
skew product Fˆ : Σ` ˆM Ñ Σ` ˆM by
Fˆ : pω, xq ÞÑ pσpωq, fωpxqq.
Recall that the measure νˆN on Σ` is σ-invariant. We have the following reinterpretation of
νˆ-stationary measures.
Proposition 4.1. [Kif, Lemma I.2.3, Theorem I.2.1] For a Borel probability measure µˆ on
M we have that
(1) µˆ is νˆ-stationary if and only if νˆN ˆ µˆ is Fˆ -invariant;
(2) a νˆ-stationary measure µˆ is ergodic for X`pM, νˆq if and only if νˆNˆ µˆ is ergodic
for Fˆ .
We construct a canonical invertible skew product (the natural extension) where tools
from Pesin theory can be applied to the fiber dynamics. Let Σ :“ pDiffrpMqqZ be the
space of bi-infinite sequences and equip Σ with the product measure νˆZ. We again write
σ : ΣÑ Σ for the left shift pσpξqqi “ ξi`1. Given
ξ “ p. . . , f´2, f´1, f0, f1, f2, . . . q P Σ
define fξ :“ f0 and define the the (invertible) skew product F : ΣˆM Ñ ΣˆM by
F : pξ, xq ÞÑ pσpξq, fξpxqq. (7)
We have the following proposition producing the measure whose properties we will
study for the remainder.
Proposition 4.2 ([LQ, Proposition I.1.2]). Let µˆ be a νˆ-stationary Borel probably measure.
There is a unique F -invariant Borel probability measure µ on ΣˆM whose image under
the canonical projection ΣˆM Ñ Σ` ˆM is νˆN ˆ µˆ.
Furthermore, µ projects to νˆZ and µˆ, respectively, under the canonical projections Σˆ
M Ñ Σ and ΣˆM ÑM and is equal to the weak-˚ limit
µ “ lim
nÑ8
pFnq˚pνˆ
Z ˆ µˆq. (8)
Write π : Σ ˆ M Ñ Σ for the canonical projection. We write hµpF | πq for the
conditional metric entropy of pF, µq conditioned on the sub-σ-algebra generated by π´1.
We have the following equivalence.
Proposition 4.3 ([Kif, Theorem II.1.4], [LQ, Theorem I.2.3]). We have the equality of
entropies hµˆpX`pM, νˆqq “ hµpF | πq.
We also note that the Abramov–Rohlin formula
hµpF q “ hµpF | πq ` hνˆZpσq
holds in our setting (see for example [BC].)
4.2. Abstract skew products. We give a generalization of the setup introduced in Section
4.1. Let pΩ,BΩ, νq be a Polish probability space; that is, Ω has the topology of a complete
separable metric space, ν is a Borel probability measure, and BΩ is the ν-completion of
the Borel σ-algebra. Let θ : pΩ,BΩ, νq Ñ pΩ,BΩ, νq be an invertible, ergodic, measure-
preserving transformation. Let M be a closed C8 manifold. Fix a background C8 Rie-
mannian metric on M and write } ¨ } for the norm on the tangent bundle TM and dp¨, ¨q
for the induced distance on M . We note that compactness of M guarantees all metrics are
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equivalent, whence all dynamical objects structures defined below are independent of the
choice of metric.
We consider a ν-measurable mapping Ω Q ξ ÞÑ fξ P Diff2pMq. As before, define1 a
cocycle F : Ωˆ ZÑ DiffrpMq, written F : pξ, nq ÞÑ fnξ , by
(1) f0ξ :“ Id, f1ξ :“ fξ,
(2) fnξ :“ fθn´1pξq ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ fθpξq ˝ fξ for n ą 0, and
(3) fnξ :“ pfθ´npξqq´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ pfθ´1pξqq´1 “ pfnθ´nξq´1 for n ă 0.
We will always assume the following integrability conditionż
log`p|fξ|C2q ` log
`p|f´1ξ |C2q dνpξq ă 8. (IC)
Write X :“ ΩˆM with canonical projection π : X Ñ Ω. For ξ P Ω, we will write
Mξ :“ tξu ˆM “ π
´1pξq
for the fiber of X over ξ. On X , we define the skew product F : X Ñ X
F : pξ, xq ÞÑ pθpξq, fξpxqq.
Note that X “ Ω ˆ M has a natural Borel structure. The main object of study for
the remainder will be F -invariant Borel probability measures on X with marginal ν. We
introduce terminology for such measures.
Definition 4.4. A probability measure µ on X is called F -invariant if it is F -invariant
and satisfies
π˚µ “ ν.
Such a measure µ is said to be ergodic if it is F -ergodic.
4.2.1. Fiber-wise Lyapunov exponents. We define TX to be the fiber-wise tangent bundle
TX :“ Ωˆ TM
and DF : TX Ñ TX to be the fiber-wise differential
DF : pξ, px, vqq ÞÑ pθpξq, pfξpxq, Dxfξvqq.
Let µ be an ergodic, F -invariant probability. We have that DF defines a linear cocycle
over the (invertible) measure preserving system F : pX,µq Ñ pX,µq. By the integrability
condition (IC), we can apply Oseledec’s Theorem to DF to obtain a µ-measurable splitting
Tpξ,xqX :“ tξu ˆ TxM “
à
j
Ejpξ, xq (9)
and numbers λjµ so that for µ-a.e. pξ, xq, and every v P Ejpξ, xqr t0u
lim
nÑ˘8
1
n
log }DFnpvq} “ lim
nÑ˘8
1
n
log }Dxf
n
ξ v} “ λ
j
µ.
4.2.2. Fiber entropy. Recalling the canonical projection π : X Ñ Ω, given an F -invariant
probability measure µ we write hµpF | πq for the conditional metric entropy of pF, µq
conditioned on the sub-σ-algebra generated by π´1. We have the following generalized
Margulis–Ruelle inequality.
1Writing the cocycle as fn
ξ
is standard in the literature but is somewhat ambiguous. We write pfξq´1 to indicate
the diffeomorphism that is the inverse of fξ : M ÑM . The symbol f´1ξ indicates pfθ´1pξqq
´1
.
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Proposition 4.5 ([BB]). For ν satisfying (IC) and µ an ergodic F -invariant measure we
have
hµpF | πq ď
ÿ
λiµą0
λiµ dimE
i. (10)
We observe that the σ-algebra generated by π´1 is F -invariant. It follows (see for
example [LQ, Theorem I.4.2(9)]) that hµpF | πq “ hµpF´1 | πq. In particular, for the
fiber-entropy of skew products we have the reverse Margulis–Ruelle inequality
hµpF | πq ď
ÿ
λiµă0
´λiµ dimE
i.
4.2.3. Fiber-wise SRB measures. It will follow from an extension of Pesin theory (see
Section 5.1) that for any cocycle F satisfying the integrability hypothesis (IC) and any F -
invariant measure µwith positive fiber-entropy that for µ-almost every pξ, xq P ΣˆM there
is an injectively immersed curveWupξ, xq ĂMξ tangent to Eupξ, xq, called the fiber-wise
unstable manifold at pξ, xq. We say µ is fiber-wise SRB if the conditional measures of µ
along leaves of Wupξ, xq ĂMξ are absolutely continuous. (See Definition 5.7 for precise
statement).
As in the case of random dynamics (Proposition 2.2), we have the following character-
ization of fiber-wise SRB measures as those for which (10) is an equality.
Proposition 4.6. For ν satisfying (IC), an ergodic F -invariant measure µ is fiber-wise
SRB if and only if
hµpF | πq “
ÿ
λiµą0
λiµ dimE
i.
Proposition 4.6 extends the result for i.i.d. random dynamical systems (Proposition 2.2)
to the case of abstract skew products. This formulation is proven in [BL].
4.3. Reinterpretation of Theorem 3.1. Let the M and νˆ be as in Section 3 and let µˆ be
an ergodic, νˆ-stationary measure with hµpX`pM, νˆqq ą 0. Let F : Σ ˆM Ñ Σ ˆM
denote the canonical skew product and let µ be the measure given by Proposition 4.2. It
follows from Proposition 4.3 that hµpF | πq ą 0. By the Margulis–Ruelle inequality
(10), positivity of the fiber-entropy implies that µ has two distinct exponents´8 ă λs ă
0 ă λu ă 8 that, by construction, are equal to the exponents λ1, λ2 in (6). We have a
µ-measurable splitting of Σˆ TM into measurable line fields
Σˆ TxM “ E
s
pξ,xq ‘ E
u
pξ,xq.
For σ P ts, uu and pξ, xq P Σ ˆ M we write Eσξ pxq Ă TM for the subspace with
Eσpξ,xq “ tξu ˆ E
σ
ξ pxq. Projectivizing the tangent bundle TM , we obtain a measurable
function
pξ, xq ÞÑ Eσξ pxq.
For ξ “ p. . . , ξ´2, ξ´1, ξ0, ξ1, ξ2, . . . q P Σ write Σ´locpξq and Σ
`
locpξq for the local stable
and unstable sets
Σ´locpξq :“ tη P Σ | ηi “ ξi for all i ě 0u
Σ`locpξq :“ tη P Σ | ηi “ ξi for all i ă 0u.
Write Fˆ for the sub-σ-algebra of (the completion of) the Borel σ-algebra on Σ containing
sets that are a.s. saturated by local unstable sets: C P Fˆ if and only if C “ Cˆ mod νˆZ
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where Cˆ is Borel in Σ with
Cˆ “
ď
ξPCˆ
Σ`locpξq.
Similarly, we define Gˆ to be the sub-σ-algebra of Σ whose atoms are local stable sets.
Writing BM for the Borel σ-algebra on M we define the σ-algebra on X to be the µ-
completion of the algebras F “ Fˆ b BM and G :“ Gˆ b BM .
We note that, by construction, the assignments Ω Ñ Diff2pMq given by ξ ÞÑ fξ and
ξ ÞÑ f´1ξ are, respectively, Gˆ- and Fˆ-measurable. Furthermore, observing that the sta-
ble line fields Esξ pxq depend only on the value of fnξ for n ě 0, we have the following
straightforward but crucial observation.
Proposition 4.7. The map pξ, xq ÞÑ Esξ pxq is G-measurable and the map pξ, xq ÞÑ Euξ pxq
is F -measurable.
We have the following claim, which follows from the explicit construction of µ in (8).
Proposition 4.8. The intersection FXG is equivalent modulo µ to the σ-algebra t∅,Σub
BM .
Proof. Let A P F X G. Since A P G, we have that A  Aˆ where Aˆ is a Borel subset of
ΣˆM such that for any pξ, yq P Aˆ and η P Σ´locpξq,
pη, yq P Aˆ.
We write tµFpξ,xqu and tµ
Σ
pξ,xqu, respectively, for families of conditional probabilities
given by the partition of Σ ˆM into atoms of F and the partition tΣˆ txu | x P Mu of
Σ ˆM . It follows from the construction of µ given by (8) that µFpξ,xq may be taken to be
the form
dµFpξ,xqpη, yq “ dνˆ
Npη0, η1, . . . qδxpyqδpξ´1qpη´1qδpξ´2qpη´2q . . . (11)
for every pξ, xq P X .
Since A P F we have Aˆ P F . Thus, for µ-a.e. pξ, xq P Aˆ,
µFpξ,xqpAˆq “ 1.
Furthermore, it follows from (11) and the form of Aˆ that if
µFpξ,xqpAˆq “ 1
then
µFpξ1,xqpAˆq “ 1
for any ξ1 P Σ. It follows that
µΣpξ,xqAˆ “ 1
for a.e. pξ, xq P Aˆ. In particular, Aˆ  Σˆ A˜ for some set A˜ P BM . 
We remark that if ξ projects to ω under the natural projection Σ Ñ Σ`, then the sub-
space Esξ pxq and the subspace Esωpxq given by Proposition 2.1 coincide almost surely. It
then follows from Proposition 4.8 that the bundle Esωpxq in Theorem 3.1 is non-random
if and only if the bundle Esξ pxq is F -measurable. Thus, Theorem 3.1 follows from the
following.
Theorem 4.9. Let νˆ and µˆ be as in Theorem 3.1. Let F : Σ ˆ M Ñ Σ ˆ M be the
canonical skew product let µ be as in Proposition 4.2. Assume the fiber entropy hµpF | πq
is positive. Then either pξ, xq ÞÑ Esξ pxq is F -measurable, or µ is fiber-wise SRB.
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4.4. Statement of results: abstract skew products. To prove Theorem 3.1 we will in-
troduce a generalization of Theorem 4.9, the proof of which consumes Sections 6–8. Let
θ : pΩ,BΩ, νq Ñ pΩ,BΩ, νq be as in Section 4.2. Let M be a closed C8 surface and let
F be a cocycle generated by a ν-measurable map ξ ÞÑ fξ satisfying the integrability hy-
pothesis (IC). Fix µ an ergodic, F -invariant, Borel probability measure on X “ ΩˆM .
We assume hµpF | πq ą 0 so that DF has two exponents λs and λu, one of each sign.
We say a sub-σ-algebra Fˆ Ă BΩ is increasing if
θpFˆq “ tθpAq | A P Fˆu Ă Fˆ .
That is, Fˆ is increasing if the partition into atoms is an increasing partition in the sense
of [LY1]. (Alternatively, Fˆ is increasing if the map θ´1 : Ω Ñ Ω is Fˆ -measurable.) As
a primary example, the sub-σ-algebra of Σ generated by local unstable sets is increasing
(for σ : ΣÑ Σ).
Let Fˆ be an increasing sub-σ-algebra and write F for the µ-completion of Fˆ b BM
where BM is the Borel algebra on M . We note that F is an increasing sub-σ-algebra of
BX . Let tµξuξPΩ denote the family of conditional probability measures with respect to the
partition induced by the projection π : X Ñ Ω. Using the canonical identification of fibers
Mξ “ tξu ˆM in X with M , by an abuse of notation we consider the map ξ ÞÑ µξ as
a measurable map from Ω to the space of Borel probabilities on M . As in the previous
section, to compare stable distributions in different fibers over Ω write Esξ pxq Ă TxM for
the subspace with Espξ, xq “ tξu ˆ Esξ pxq. We then consider pξ, xq ÞÑ tξu ˆ Esξ pxq as a
measurable map from X to the projectivization of TM .
With the above setup, we now state the main theorem of the paper.
Theorem 4.10. Assume µ has positive fiber entropy and that
(1) ξ ÞÑ f´1ξ is Fˆ -measurable, and
(2) ξ ÞÑ µξ is Fˆ-measurable.
Then either pξ, xq ÞÑ Esξ pxq is F -measurable or µ is fiber-wise SRB.
We recall that in the case that F is the canonical skew product for a random dynam-
ical system and Fˆ is the sub-σ-algebra generated by local unstable sets, writing ξ “
p. . . , f´1, f0, f1, . . . q the Fˆ -measurability of ξ ÞÑ f´1ξ “ pf´1q´1 follows from con-
struction. The Fˆ-measurability of ξ ÞÑ µξ follows from the construction of the measure
µ given by (8) in Proposition 4.2. Theorems 4.9 and 3.1 then follow immediately from
Theorem 4.10.
5. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
In this section, we continue work in the setting introduced in Sections 4.2 and 4.4. We
outline extensions of a number of standard facts from the theory of nonuniformly hyper-
bolic diffeomorphisms to the setting of the fiber-wise dynamics for skew products. As
previously observed, positivity of the fiber-wise metric entropy hµpF | πq implies that we
have at least one Lyapunov exponent of each sign λs ă 0 ă λu. For the remainder, fix
0 ă ǫ0 ă mint1, λ
u{200,´λs{200u.
5.1. Fiber-wise Pesin Theory. We present an extension of the classical theory of stable
and unstable manifolds for nonuniformly hyperbolic diffeomorphism [Pes] to the fiber-
wise dynamics of skew products.
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5.1.1. Subexponential estimates. We have the following standard results that follow from
the integrability hypothesis (IC) and tempering kernel arguments (c.f. [BP, Lemma 3.5.7].)
Proposition 5.1. There is subset Ω0 Ă Ω with νpΩ0q “ 1 and measurable function
D : Ω0 Ñ p0,8q such that for ν-a.e. ξ P Ω0 and n P Z.
(1) |fθnpξq|C1 ď e|n|ǫ0Dpξq
(2) LippDfθnpξqq ď e|n|ǫ0Dpξq.
Here LippDfξq denotes the Lipschitz constant of the map x ÞÑ Dxfξ for fixed ξ.
We also have the following standard result in the theory of Lyapunov exponents.
Proposition 5.2. There is a measurable function L : X Ñ p0,8q such that for µ-a.e.
pξ, xq P X and n P Z
(1) For v P Espξ, xq,
Lpξ, xq´1 exppnλs ´ |n|1
2
ǫ0q}v} ď }Df
n
ξ v} ď Lpξ, xq exppnλ
s ` |n|1
2
ǫ0q}v}.
(2) For v P Eupξ, xq,
Lpξ, xq´1 exppnλu ´ |n|1
2
ǫ0q}v} ď }Df
n
ξ v} ď Lpξ, xq exppnλ
u ` |n|1
2
ǫ0q}v}.
(3) = pEspFnpξ, xqq, EupFnpξ, xqqq ą 1
Lpξ, xq
expp´|n|εq.
Here = denotes the Riemannian angle between two subspaces.
5.1.2. Stable manifold theorem. We now consider fiber-wise stable and unstable mani-
fold. The existence stable manifolds for diffeomorphisms with non-zero exponents is due
to Pesin in the deterministic case [Pes]. In the case of random dynamical systems, the
statements and proofs hold with minor modifications. We adapt the version of the stable
manifold theorem from [LQ].
For n P N write
Enpξ, xq “ E
s
θnpξqpf
n
ξ pxqq Hnpξ, xq “ pE
s
θnpξqpf
n
ξ pxqqq
K
where EK is the orthogonal complement in the background Riemannian metric.
Theorem 5.3 (Local stable manifold theorem).
For µ-a.e. pξ, xq P X there are numbers β, γ, α (depending measurably on pξ, xq) such
that for any n ě 0 there are C1,1 functions
hspξ,xq,n : B
sp0, α expp´5nǫ0qq Ă Enpξ, xq ÞÑ Hnpξ, xq
with
(1) hspξ,xq,np0q “ 0
(2) Dhspξ,xq,np0q “ 0
(3) Lipphspξ,xq,nq ď β expp7nǫ0q and LippDhspξ,xq,nq ď β expp7nǫ0q.
Setting
V sn pξ, xq :“ expfn
ξ
pxq
´
Graph
´
hspξ,xq,n
¯¯
we have
(4) fθnpξqpV sn pξ, xqq Ă V sn`1pξ, xq
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(5) for z, y P V s0 pξ, xq
dsnpF
npξ, zq, Fnpξpyqq ď γpξ, xq expppλs ` 7ǫ0qnqd
s
0py, zq
where dsn denotes the induced Riemannian distance in V sn pξ, xq.
We define V s
loc
pξ, xq “ V s0 pξ, xq Ă M to be the local stable manifold at x for ξ. We
similarly define local unstable manifolds.
We define the global stable and unstable manifolds at x for ξ by
W sξ pxq :“ ty PM | lim sup
nÑ8
1
n
log dpfnξ pxq, f
n
ξ pyqq ă 0u (12)
Wuξ pxq :“ ty PM | lim sup
nÑ´8
1
n
log dpfnξ pxq, f
n
ξ pyqq ă 0u. (13)
We have for µ-a.e. pξ, xq that W sξ pxq is a C1,1-injectively immersed curve tangent to
Esξ pxq.
For p “ pξ, xq P X we write
W sppq “W spξ, xq :“ tξu ˆW sξ pxq, W
uppq “Wupξ, xq :“ tξu ˆWuξ pxq
for the associated fiber-wise stable and unstable manifolds in X .
5.1.3. Lyapunov norm. Although the derivative cocycle DF is hyperbolic on long time
scales, it is convenient at times to use a norm on TX adapted to the dynamics so that
hyperbolicity is seen after a single iterate. The drawback of such a norm will be that it
is defined only almost everywhere, varies with ξ, and depends measurably on x P Mξ,
whereas the original Riemannian metric is constant in ξ and smooth in x.
For pξ, xq P X and v P Esξ pxq, w P Euξ pxq define´
~v~
s
ǫ0,pξ,xq
¯2
:“
ÿ
nPZ
}Dfnξ v}
2e´2λ
sn´2ǫ0|n| (14)
´
~w~
u
ǫ0,pξ,xq
¯2
:“
ÿ
nPZ
}Dfnξ w}
2e´2λ
un´2ǫ0|n| (15)
It follows from Proposition 5.2 that the sums above converge almost everywhere. Declar-
ing for vu P Euξ pxq and vs P Esξ pxq that
~vu ` vs~2ǫ0,pξ,xq “ ~v
s~2ǫ0,pξ,xq ` ~v
u~2ǫ0,pξ,xq
we obtain a measurable family of norms on TM called the Lyapunov Norm.
Measured in the norm ~¨~ǫ0,pξ,xq, the fiber-wise dynamics becomes uniformly hyper-
bolic via the following estimate.
Proposition 5.4. For pξ, xq P X satisfying Proposition 5.2, v P Esξ pxq, w P Euξ pxq, and
k P Z we have
ekλ
s´|k|ǫ0 ~v~
s
ǫ0,pξ,xq
ď
Dfkξ vsǫ0,Fkpξ,xq ď ekλs`|k|ǫ0 ~v~sǫ0,pξ,xq
ekλ
u´|k|ǫ0 ~w~
u
ǫ0,pξ,xq
ď
Dfkξ wuǫ0,Fkpξ,xq ď ekλu`|k|ǫ0 ~w~uǫ0,pξ,xq .
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Proof. We show the first set of inequalities. For v P Esξ pxq and k P Z, writing ℓ “ n ` k
we have ´Dfkξ vsǫ0,Fkpξ,xq¯2 :“ÿ
nPZ
}Dfn`kξ v}
2e´2nλ
s´2|n|ǫ0
“
ÿ
ℓPZ
}Df ℓξv}
2e´2pℓ´kqλ
s´2|ℓ´k|ǫ0 .
Noting that
e´2|ℓ|ǫ0´2|k|ǫ0 ď e´2|ℓ´k|ǫ0 ď e´2|ℓ|ǫ0`2|k|ǫ0
we have ÿ
ℓPZ
}Df ℓξv}
2e´2ℓλ
s´2|ℓ|ǫ0
´
e2kλ
s´2|k|ǫ0
¯
ď
Dfkξ v2ǫ0,Fkpξ,xq
ď
ÿ
ℓPZ
}Df ℓξv}
2e´2ℓλ
s´2|ℓ|ǫ0
´
e2kλ
s`2|k|ǫ0
¯
.
Thus
e2kλ
s´2|k|ǫ0
´
~v~
s
ǫ0,pξ,xq
¯2
ď
´
~Dfξv~
s
ǫ0,Fkpξ,xq
¯2
ď e2kλ
s`2|k|ǫ0
´
~v~
s
ǫ0,pξ,xq
¯2
. 
When it is clear from context, we will drop the majority of sub- and superscripts from
the Lyapunov norm.
5.2. Affine parameters. Since each stable and unstable manifold in X is a curve, it
has a natural parametrization via the Riemannian arc length. We define an alternative
parametrization, defined on almost every stable manifold, that conjugates the non-linear
dynamics fnξ æW sξpxq and the linear dynamics Df
n
ξ æEsξpxq. We sketch the construction and
refer the reader to [KK, Section 3.1] for additional details.
Proposition 5.5. For almost every pξ, xq and any y P W sξ pxq, there is a C1,1 diffeomor-
phism
Hspξ,yq : W
s
ξ pxq Ñ TyW
s
ξ pxq
such that
(1) restricted to W sξ pxq the parametrization intertwines the nonlinear dynamics fξ
with the differential Dyfξ:
Dyfξ ˝H
s
pξ,yq “ H
s
F pξ,yq ˝ fξ;
(2) Hspξ,yqpyq “ 0 and DyHspξ,yq “ Id;
(3) if z PW sξ pxq then the change of coordinates
Hspξ,yq ˝
´
Hspξ,zq
¯´1
: TzW
s
ξ pxq Ñ TyW
s
ξ pxq
is an affine map with derivative
Dv
ˆ
Hspξ,yq ˝
´
Hspξ,zq
¯´1˙
“ ρpξ,yqpzq
for any v P TzW sξ pxq where ρpξ,yqpzq is defined below.
We take pξ, xq to be in the full measure set such that for any y, z PW sξ pxq there is some
k ě 0 with fkξ pzq and fkξ pyq contained in V slocpF kpξ, xqq and sketch the construction of
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Hspξ,yq. First consider any y, z P V slocpξ, xq and define
Jpξ, zq :“ }Dzfξv} ¨ }v}
´1
for any non-zero v P TzWuξ pxq where } ¨ } denotes the Riemannian norm on M . We define
ρpξ,yqpzq :“
8ź
k“0
JpF kpξ, zqq
JpF kpξ, yqq
(16)
Following [KK, Section 3.1], we have that the right hand side of (16) converges uniformly
in z to a Lipschitz function. The only minor modification needed in our setting comes
from the subexponential growth of Dfξ and its Lipschitz constant along orbits given by
Proposition 5.1. We may extend the definition of ρpξ,yqpzq to any z, y P W sξ pxq using that
fkξ pzq and fkξ pyq are contained in V slocpF kpξ, xqq for some k ě 0.
We now define the affine parameter Hspξ,yq : W
s
ξ pxq Ñ TyW
s
ξ pxq as follows. We define
Hspξ,yq to be orientation preserving and
|Hspξ,yqpzq| :“
ż z
y
ρpξ,yqptq dt
where
şz
y
ψptq dt is the integral of the function ψ, along the curve from y to z in W sξ pxq,
with respect to the Riemannian arc-length on W sξ pxq.
It follows from computations in [KK, Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.3] that the map Hspξ,yq
constructed above satisfies the properties above.
We similarly construct unstable affine parameters Hupξ,xq with analogous properties.
5.2.1. Parametrization of local stable manifolds. We use the affine parameters Hs and
the background Riemannian norm on M to parametrize local stable manifolds. For p “
pξ, xq P X such that affine parameters are defined, write
W sξ,rpxq :“ pH
s
xq
´1
`
tv P Esξ pxq | }v} ă ru
˘
for the local stable manifold in M and
W sr ppq “W
s
r pξ, xq :“ tξu ˆW
s
ξ,rpxq
for the corresponding fiber-wise local stable manifold. We use similar notation for local
unstable manifolds.
5.2.2. A bound on distortion. By Lusin’s theorem2 for any δ ą 0 there is a compact sub-
set Λ1 Ă Ω0 ˆ M of measure µpΛ1q ą 1 ´ δ such that the maps pξ, xq ÞÑ Espξ, xq,
pξ, xq ÞÑ V s
loc
pξ, xq and pξ, xq ÞÑ V u
loc
pξ, xq are continuous on Λ1. We will use the fol-
lowing estimates, which follow from the construction of stable manifolds and standard
arguments.
Lemma 5.6. There is a set Λ Ă Λ1 with µpΛq ą 1´2δ, and γ ą 0 and rˆ ą 0 such that for
and for any pξ, xq P Λ and pξ, yq P Λ with dpx, yq ă γ the intersection W sξ,rˆpxqXWuξ,rˆpyq
is a singleton and the intersection is uniformly transverse.
Furthermore there is a C1 ą 0 such that for pξ, xq P Λ and pξ, yq P Λ with dpx, yq ă γ,
setting z “Wuξ,rˆpxq XW sξ,rˆpyq
(1) 1
C1
ď }Dxf
´n
ξ æTxWuξ,rˆpxq} ¨ }Dzf
´n
ξ æTzWuξ,rˆpxq}
´1 ď C1 for all n ě 0
2Recall that Ω, and hence X , are Polish.
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(2) 1
C1
ď }Dyf
n
ξ æTyWuξ,rˆpyq} ¨ }Dzf
n
ξ æTzWuξ,rˆpxq}
´1 ď C1 for all n ě 0.
The estimates follow from the fact that the pairs fnξ pyq and fnξ pzq, f
´n
ξ pxq and f
´n
ξ pzq,
and Dyfnξ pTyWuξ,rˆpyqq and Dzfnξ pTzWuξ,rˆpxqq are exponentially asymptotic while |fξ|C1 ,
LippDfnξ q, and the Lipschitz constant for the variation of the tangent spaces to f
´n
ξ pW
u
ξ,rpxqq
grow subexponentially for ξ P Ω and pξ, xq satisfying Proposition 5.5. The existence of
such a Λ1 then follows from Lusin’s theorem.
5.3. Families of conditional measures. The family of fiber-wise unstable manifolds tWuppqupPX
forms a partition of a full measure subset of X . However, such a partition is generally non-
measurable. To define conditional measures we consider a measurable partition P of X
such for µ-a.e. p P X there is an r such that Wur ppq Ă Pppq Ă Wuppq. Such a parti-
tion is said to be u-subordinate. Let tµ˜Pp upPX denote a family of conditional probability
measures with respect to such a partition P .
Definition 5.7. An F -invariant measure µ is fiber-wise SRB if for any u-subordinate mea-
surable partition P with corresponding family of conditional measures tµ˜Pp upPX , the mea-
sure µ˜Pp is absolutely continuous with respect to Riemannian volume on Wuppq for a.e.
p.
In the setting introduced in Sections 3 we have the following.
Definition 5.8. Let M be a closed manifold, νˆ a Borel measure on Diff2pMq and let µˆ be
a νˆ-stationary probability measure. We say µˆ is SRB if the measure µ given by Proposition
4.2 is fiber-wise SRB for the associated canonical skew product (7).
Remark 5.9. In fact, it follows from the proof of Proposition 4.6 that µ is SRB if and only
if the conditional measures tµ˜Pp upPX are equivalent to Riemannian volume on Wuppq.
See, for example, [LY1, Corollary 6.1.4].
Let P1 and P2 be two measurable partitions of X subordinate to tWuppqupPX . It
follows that, for µ-a.e. p, the conditional measures µ˜P1p and µ˜P1p coincide, up to a normal-
ization factor, on the intersection P1ppq X P2ppq.
By fixing a normalization, we define a locally-finite, infinite measure µup on each curve
Wuppq. Such a measure will be locally-finite in the internal topology of Wuppq induced,
for instance, by the affine parameters. To construct such a family of measures, first consider
a countable sequence of measurable, u-subordinated partitions Pn with the property that
for any compact (in the internal topology of Wuppq) subset K ĂWuppq there is a Pn with
Wu1 ppq Ă Pnppq and K Ă Pnppq.
Then, for almost every p P X (such that p is contained in the support of µ˜Pnp for every n)
we may define
µupæK :“
1
µ˜Pnp pWu1 ppqq
µ˜Pnp .
One verifies that for various choices of K and Pn the above definition is coherent and
uniquely defines µup . We similarly define locally-finite families µsp of infinite measures on
the fiber-wise stable manifolds.
We remark that the fiber entropy hµpF | πq is positive if and only if the measures µup
and µsp are non-atomic for almost every p.
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5.4. Orientation, trivialization, and F -measurable geometric structures. We recall
the main hypotheses in Theorem 4.10: Fˆ is an increasing sub-σ-algebra of BΩ, ξ ÞÑ f´1ξ
and ξ ÞÑ µξ are Fˆ -measurable. Since Fˆ Ă θ´1pFˆq, it follows for any n ě 0 that
ξ ÞÑ f´1
θ´npξq
is Fˆ -measurable whence
ξ ÞÑ f´nξ
is Fˆ -measurable for any n ě 1. Furthermore, we have that unstable subspaces and mani-
folds
Euξ pxq “ tv P TxM | lim
nÑ´8
1
n
|Dxf
n
ξ v| “ λ
uu
Wuξ pxq “ ty PM | lim sup
nÑ´8
1
n
log dpfnξ pxq, f
n
ξ pyqq ă 0u
depend only on the past dynamics f´nξ , n ě 1 and hence are F -measurable. Furthermore,
since the family µξ is assumed to be F -measurable and since the locally-finite families
tµupξ,xqu are normalized using the affine parameters Hu, which are defined using only the
past dynamics f´nξ , n ě 1, it follows that pξ, xq ÞÑ µupξ,xq is F -measurable.
5.4.1. Orientation and trivialization. Consider the measurable subbundle Eu Ñ X of
the vector bundle TX Ñ X whose fiber at pξ, xq is Eupξ, xq. By the F -measurability
of pξ, xq ÞÑ Euξ pxq we may choose an F -measurable assignment pξ, xq ÞÑ vpξ, xq P
Euξ pxq r t0u with }vpξ, xq} “ 1. It follows that pξ, xq ÞÑ ppξ, xq, vpξ, xqq gives an F -
measurable orientation on Eu Ă TxM . We define I : Eu Ñ R
I :ppξ, xq, tvpξ, xqq ÞÑ t. (17)
For p P X , we write Ip : Euppq Ñ R for the restriction of I to Euppq. We thus obtain
a F -measurable trivialization Eu Ñ X ˆ R
pp, vq ÞÑ tpu ˆ Ippvq.
We also define a map from X to the space of C1 embeddings of R into M by
p ÞÑ
`
t ÞÑ pHup q
´1 ˝ I´1p ptq
˘
. (18)
Since the affine parameters Hup defined on unstable manifolds depend only on the past
dynamics f´nξ , n ě 1, it follows that the map (18) is F -measurable.
We summarize the above.
Proposition 5.10. The geometric structures pξ, xq ÞÑ Euξ pxq, pξ, xq ÞÑ Wuξ pxq, pξ, xq ÞÑ
µupξ,xq, and (18) are F -measurable.
5.5. The family µpξ,xq. Using the affine parameters Hupξ,xq : Wuξ pxq Ñ Euξ pxq and the
trivialization I : Eu Ñ R we define a family of locally-finite Borel measures on R by
µpξ,xq :“
´
I ˝Hupξ,xq
¯
˚
µupξ,xq. (19)
We equip the space of locally-finite Borel measures on R with its standard Borel structure
(the dual topology to compactly supported continuous functions). We thus obtain a mea-
surable function from X to the locally-finite Borel measures on R. Since the family of
measures p ÞÑ µup is F -measurable, it follows that
p ÞÑ µp
is F -measurable.
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The family tµpupPX will be our primary focus in the sequel. In particular, the SRB
property of µ will follow by showing that for µ-a.e. p, the measure µp is the Lebesgue
measure on R (normalized on r´1, 1s).
6. THE MAIN LEMMA AND PROOF OF THEOREM 4.9.
The primary technical tool used to the prove Theorem 4.9 is the following lemma. Given
two locally finite measures η1 and η2 on R we write η1 » η2 if there is some c ą 0 with
η1 “ cη2.
Lemma 6.1 (Main Lemma). Assume in Theorem 4.9 that pξ, xq ÞÑ Esξ pxq is not F -
measurable. Then there exist constants M ą 0 and 1 ą δ0 ą 0 such that for every
sufficiently small ε ą 0 there exists a compact set Gε Ă X with
µpGεq ě δ0
satisfying the following:
For any q P Gε there is an affine map
ψ : RÑ R
with
(1) 1
M
ď |Dψ| ďM ;
(2) ε
M
ď |ψp0q| ďMε;
(3) ψ˚µq » µq .
The proof of Lemma 6.1 occupies Sections 7 and 8. We finish this section with the
proof of Theorem 4.10 assuming Lemma 6.1. Set
G :“ tq P X | q P G1{N for infinitely many N P Nu.
Under the hypotheses of Lemma 6.1 we have µpGq ě δ0.
6.1. Proof of Theorem 4.10. Theorem 4.10 follows from Lemma 6.1 by standard argu-
ments. We sketch these below and referring to [KK] for more details.
Lemma 6.2. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 6.1, for a.e. p P X , µp is invariant under
the group of translations. In particular, for a.e. p P X , µp is the Lebesgue measure on R
normalized on r´1, 1s.
Proof. Let AffpRq denote the group of invertible affine transformations of R. For p P X ,
let Appq Ă AffpRq be the group of affine transformations ψ : RÑ R with
ψ˚µp » µp.
We have that Appq is a closed subgroup of AffpRq. (See the proof of [KK, Lemma 3.10].)
By Lemma 6.1, for p P G, Appq contains elements of the form t ÞÑ λjt` vj with |vj | Ñ 0
as j Ñ 8 and λj P R such that |λj | is uniformly bounded away from 0 and 8. Then, for
p P G, Appq contains at least one map of the form
t ÞÑ λt
for some accumulation point λ of tλju Ă R. We may thus find a subsequence of
tt ÞÑ λ´1λjt` vju
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converging to the identity in Appq. It follows that Appq is not discrete. In particular, for
every p P G the group Appq contains a one-parameter subgroup of AffpRq.
For p P X denote by Cp : RÑ R the map
Cp “ IF ppq ˝DFp ˝ I
´1
p
where Ip denotes the trivialization (17). Noting that pCpq˚µp » µF ppq we have that
ApF ppqq “ CpAppqC
´1
p .
Let A0ppq Ă Appq denote the identity component of Appq. Then A0pF ppqq is isomorphic
to A0ppq for a.e. p P X . Since µpGq ą 0, it follows by ergodicity that A0ppq contains a
one-parameter subgroup for a.e. p P X .
The one-parameter subgroups of AffpRq are either pure translations or are conjugate to
scaling. We show that Appq contains the group of translations for a.e. p P X . Suppose for
purposes of contradiction that A0ppq were conjugate to scaling for a positive measure set
of p P X . By ergodicity, it follows that A0ppq is conjugate to scaling for a.e. p P X . For
such p, there are t0 P R, γ P R` with
A0ppq “ tt ÞÑ t0 ` γ
spt´ t0q | s P Ru.
In particular, for such p the action of A0ppq on R contains a unique fixed point t0ppq.
For p P G the fixed point t0ppq is non-zero since, as observed above, there are ψ P Appq
arbitrarily close to the identity with ψp0q ‰ 0. Furthermore, writing ψ : t ÞÑ t0ppq`γspt´
t0ppqq we have
Cp ˝ ψ ˝ C
´1
p “ ˘}DF
næEuppq}t0ppq ` γ
s
`
t´˘}DFnæEuppq}t0ppq
˘
where the sign depends on whether or not Cp : RÑ R preserves orientation. It follows for
p P G that |t0pFnppqq| “ }DFnæEuppq} |t0ppq| becomes arbitrarily large, contradicting
Poincare´ recurrence.
Therefore, for almost every p P X , the group Appq contains the group of translations.
We finish the proof by showing that for such p, the measure µp is invariant under the group
of translations. For s P R define Ts : R Ñ R by Ts : t ÞÑ t` s and define cp : R Ñ R by
cppsq “ µppr´s´ 1,´s` 1sq. Then
dpTsq˚µp
dµp
“ cppsq.
Since (by the positive entropy hypothesis) µp contains no atoms, we have that cp : RÑ R
is continuous.
Note that
Cp ˝ Ts ˝ C
´1
p “ T˘}DFæEuppq}s
and for n P Z
cppsq “ cFnppq
`
˘}DFnæEuppq}s
˘ (20)
where the signs depend on whether or not DF or DFn preserves the orientation on Eu.
Define the set
Br,ε :“ tp P X : |cpptq ´ 1| ă ε for all |t| ă ru.
For each ε ą 0 pick r so that µpBr,εq ą 0. Applying (20) for n Ñ ´8, we violate
Poincare´ recurrence with respect to the set Br,ε unless |cpptq ´ 1| ă ε for all t and a.e.
p P X . Taking ε Ñ 0 shows that cppsq “ 1 for all s P R and a.e. p P X completing the
proof of the lemma. 
Theorem 4.9 now follows as an immediate corollary of Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2.
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7. PROOF OF LEMMA 6.1: PREPARATORY LEMMA
We begin with a number of constructions and technical lemmas that will be used in the
proof of Theorem 4.9. For Sections 7 and 8 we write
tνˆξuξPΩ
for the family of conditional probabilities induced by (a partition into atoms of) Fˆ . We also
writeX0 for the full µ-measure, F -invariant subset of Ω0ˆM where all propositions from
Section 5 hold and such that the stable and unstable manifolds, Lyapunov norms, affine
parameters, and the trivialization I are defined. We further assume that for p “ pξ, xq P X0
the measures µξ , µup , µsp, and µp are defined, non-atomic, and satisfy F˚µξ “ µθpξq,
F˚µ
u{s
p » µ
u{s
F ppq, and IF ppq ˝ DFp ˝ I
´1
p pµpq » µF ppq. Finally, we assume for p P X0
that µp contains 0 in its support.
7.1. Dichotomy for invariant subspaces. We establish the following dichotomy for DF -
invariant subbundles of TX . Let F : X Ñ X and µ be as in Theorem 4.10. Consider a
µ-measurable line field V Ă TX . Write Vξpxq Ă TxM for the family of subspaces with
Vpξ, xq “ pξ, px, Vξpxqqq.
The measurability of V with respect to a sub-σ-algebra of X is the measurability of the
function pξ, xq ÞÑ Vξpxq with the standard Borel structure on TM . We say V is DF -
invariant if for µ-a.e. pξ, xq P X
DFpξ,xqVpξ, xq “ VpF pξ, xqq or DxfξVξpxq “ Vθpξqpfξpxqq.
Recall that F in Theorem 4.10 is an increasing sub-σ-algebras; that is, F pFq Ă F We
write F8 for the smallest σ-algebra containing
Ť
ně0 F
´npFq. We similarly define Fˆ8.
(We remark that in the case that Fˆ is the σ-algebra of local unstable sets in Section 4.3,
Fˆ8 and F8 are, respectively, the completions of the Borel algebras on Σ and ΣˆM .)
Lemma 7.1. Let µ and F be as in Theorem 4.10. Then
(1) the line field pξ, xq ÞÑ Esξ pxq is F8-measurable;
(2) for any DF -invariant, F8-measurable line field V Ă TX either pξ, xq ÞÑ Vξpxq
is F -measurable, or
for ν-a.e. ξ, νˆξ-a.e. η, and µξ-a.e. x, Vξpxq ‰ Vηpxq. (21)
Proof. To see (1) we recall that ξ Ñ f´nξ is Fˆ-measurable for all n ě 1. Then
ξ ÞÑ fnξ “
´
f´n
θnpξq
¯´1
is θ´npFˆq-measurable. It follows that ξ Ñ fnξ is Fˆ8-measurable for all n ě 0. Since
Esξ pxq depends only on fnξ for n ě 0, we have
pξ, xq ÞÑ Esξ pxq “
"
v P TxM | lim
nÑ8
1
n
|Dfnξ pvq| ă 0
*
is F8-measurable.
To prove (2) we introduce the following objects.
‚ Let P denote the measurable partition of X into level sets of pξ, xq ÞÑ Vξpxq.
‚ Let Q denote a measurable partition of X into atoms of F .
‚ Let µQpξ,xq denote a family of conditional probabilities of µ with respect to Q
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First observe that the Fˆ -measurability of tµξu implies that conditional measures µQpξ,xq
are lifts of the associated conditional measures on Ω:
dµQpξ,xqp¨, xq “ dνˆξp¨q
and that we can exchange quantifiers in the second conclusion of the lemma: (21) holds if
and only if
for ν-a.e. ξ, µξ-a.e. x, and νˆξ-a.e. η, Vξpxq ‰ Vηpxq. (22)
We assume (22) fails; that is, we assume
µ
"
pξ, xq | µQpξ,xqpPpξ, xqq ą 0
*
“ µ
"
pξ, xq | νˆξ
 
η | Vξpxq “ Vηpxq
(
ą 0
*
ą 0.
(23)
From (23) we will deduce F -measurability of pξ, xq ÞÑ Vξpxq.
Let
Fn :“ F
´npFq
and write Qn “ F´npQq for the partition of X into atoms of Fn with corresponding
family of conditional measure tµQnpξ,xqu.
For each pξ, xq P X define
Φnpξ, xq :“ µ
Qn
pξ,xqpPpξ, xqq.
We have almost surely equivalent expressions
Φnpξ, xq “ EµQ
pξ,xq
p1Ppξ,xqp¨q | Fnqpξ, xq “ Eνˆξ p1Ppξ,xqp¨, xq | Fˆnqpξq.
Consider any pξ, xqwith µQpξ,xqpPpξ, xqq ą 0 and such thatV is F8-measurable mod µ
Q
pξ,xq.
For η P Ω define
Ψnpηq :“ Eνˆξp1Ppξ,xqp¨, xq | Fˆnqpηq.
Then Ψnpηq is a martingale (with filtration Fˆn on the measure space pΩ,BΩ, νˆξq) whence
(using the F8-measurability of V)
Ψnpηq Ñ Eνˆξ p1Ppξ,xqp¨, xq | Fˆ8qpηq “ 1Ppξ,xqpη, xq
νˆξ-a.s. as nÑ8. In particular, for µQpξ,xq-a.e. pη, xq P Ppξ, xq
Φnpη, xq Ñ 1
as nÑ8. It follows from (23) that
µ tpξ, xq P X | Φnpξ, xq ÞÑ 1 as nÑ8u ą 0. (24)
The F -measurability of pξ, xq ÞÑ Vξpxq is equivalent to the assertion that
µtpξ, xq | Φ0pξ, xq “ 1u “ 1.
We claim that Φ0pFnpξ, xqq “ Φnpξ, xq. Indeed, we have FnpQnpξ, xqq “ QpFnpξ, xqq
whence
Fn˚ pµ
Qn
pξ,xqq “ µ
Q
Fnpξ,xq
and
FnpPpξ, nq XQnpξ, xqq “ PpF
npξ, nqq XQpξ, xqq
almost surely by the Fn-measurability of pξ, xq ÞÑ Dxfnξ and DF -invariance of V . The
ergodicity and F -invariance of µ, the identity Φ0pFnpξ, xqq “ Φnpξ, xq, and (24) together
imply that Φ0 ” 1 on a set of full measure completing the proof. 
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7.2. Definition and bounds on the measure of recurrence sets. Consider φ : X Ñ R an
integrable function. We write Rpφq for the set of points
Rpφq :“
#
q P X | lim
nÑ˘8
1
|n| ` 1
nÿ
k“0
φpF kpqqq “
ż
φ dµ
+
.
For a measurable set B Ă pXq write
RpBq :“ Rp1Bq.
Note that for any integrable φ, the pointwise ergodic theorem implies µpRpφqq “ 1.
For a subset A Ă N, or more generally A Ă Z, we define its
(1) upper density dpAq :“ lim sup
tÑ8
#pAX r0, tsq
t
,
(2) lower density dpAq :“ lim inf
tÑ8
#pAX r0, tsq
t
, and
(3) density dpAq :“ lim
tÑ8
#pAX r0, tsq
t
whenever the limit exists.
We observe that each limit above (if defined) is independent of taking t Ñ 8 in Z or R
and is not changed if finitely many elements of A are omitted. For measurable B Ă X we
have
x P RpBq ðñ dptn P N | fnpxq P Buq “ dptn P N | f´npxq P Buq “ µpBq.
7.2.1. Sets with good recurrence along the stable foliation. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 7.2. For any ρ ą 0 and δ ą 0 there exists an r0 ą 0 with the following property:
For any measurable B Ă X with µpBq ą 1´ δ we write
D1npx, ξ, Bq :“ inf
0ărďr0
#
µspξ,xq pW
s
r pξ, xq X F
´npBqq
µspξ,xq pW
s
r pξ, xqq
+
. (25)
Then for µ-a.e. pξ, xq
d
` 
n P N | D1npx, ξ, Bq ą 1´ ρ
(˘
ą 1´ δ. (26)
Proof. For each r1 define
Gr1 “ tq P X | inf
0ărďr1
"
µsq pW
s
r pqq XBq
µsq pW
s
r pqqq
*
ą 1´ ρ.u
By the density theorem, for µ-a.e. q P B,
lim
rÑ0
µsq pW
s
r pqq XBq
µsq pW
s
r pqqq
“ 1.
We may thus find r0 ą 0 sufficiently small so that µpGr0q ą 1´ δ.
We prove the lemma for p “ pξ, xq P RpGr0q. By Proposition 5.2, there is an N such
that for all n ě N and r ď r0
FnpW sr ppqq ĂW
s
r0
pFnppqq .
Then for n ě N
Fnpξ, xq P Gr0 ðñ D
1
npx, ξ, Bq ą 1´ ρ.
(26) follows since pξ, xq P RpGr0q. 
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We need a similar but somewhat more complicated lemma describing the density of
recurrence points along non-contracting, non-invariant foliations. For η and ξ in the same
atom of Fˆ , we measure the density of preimages of a set B in the fiber over η along the
stable foliations defined by ξ.
To avoid confusion in notation, we write Hη,ξ for the trivial identification map
Hη,ξ : Mη ÑMξ, Hη,ξ : pη, yq ÞÑ pξ, yq.
Recall that ξ Ñ µξ is assumed Fˆ -measurable whence, for ν-a.e. ξ and νˆξ-a.e. η P Ω,
pHη,ξq˚µη “ µξ.
Lemma 7.3. For all δ ą 0 and ρ ą 0 we have the following:
For any measurable B Ă X with µpBq ą 1 ´ ρ
3
δ, for ν-a.e. ξ and νˆξ-a.e. η there is a
µξ-measurable function r0 : Mξ Ñ p0,8q such that, writing
D2npx, ξ, η, Bq :“ inf
0ărďr0pxq
$&%µ
s
pξ,xq
´
W sr pξ, xq XHη,ξ
´
F´npBq XMη
¯¯
µspξ,xq pW
s
r pξ, xqq
,.- , (27)
we have
µξ
!
x PMξ | d
´ 
n P N0 | D
2
npx, ξ, η, Bq ą 1´ ρ
( ¯
ą 1´ δ
)
ą
1
3
. (28)
Proof. Write δˆ :“ ρ
3
δ. We note that, for a given B and the ν-measurable function η ÞÑ
µηpBq, for ν-a.e. ξ and νˆξ-a.e. η
lim
NÑ8
1
N
N´1ÿ
k“0
µξ
`
Hη,ξpF
´kpBqq
˘
“ lim
NÑ8
1
N
N´1ÿ
k“0
µηpF
´kpBqq
“ lim
NÑ8
1
N
N´1ÿ
k“0
µσkpηqpBq
ą 1´ δˆ.
(29)
We prove the lemma for any ξ such that
(1) for νˆξ-a.e. η P Ω, we have µξ “ µη;
(2) νˆξ-a.e. η P Ω satisfies (29);
(3) µξpX0q “ 1.
Let P be a µξ-measurable partition of Mξ subordinate to the partition of Mξ into sta-
ble manifolds tW spξ, xqu. We choose the function r0 “ r0pxq in the lemma so that
W sr0pξ, xq Ă Ppxq for µξ-a.e. x P Mξ. Write tµ˜
P
x uxPMξ for a family of conditional mea-
sures of µξ with respect to the partition P . Up to normalization, µ˜Px is a.e. the restriction
of µspξ,xq to Ppxq ĂW
spξ, xq.
For x PMξ and k P N0 define the functions
Mkpxq :“ inf
0ărďr0pxq
µ˜Px
`
W sr pξ, xq XHη,ξ
`
F´kpBq
˘˘
µ˜Px pW
s
r pξ, xqq
and xMkpxq :“ sup
0ărďr0pxq
µ˜Px
`
W sr pξ, xqrHη,ξ
`
F´kpBq
˘˘
µ˜Px pW
s
r pξ, xqq
.
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Clearly Mkpxq “ 1´ xMkpxq. Note that the constant in the Besicovitch covering lemma
forR is 2.Restricting the maximal function xMk to the probability spacePpyq Ă pW spξ, xq , µ˜Py q –
pR, µ˜Py q, for every k P N0 we have the maximal inequality
µ˜Py
´!
x P Ppyq | xMkpxq ą ρ)¯ ď 2
ρ
µ˜Py
`
PpyqrHη,ξ
`
F´kpBq
˘˘
.
It then follows that for each k and µξ-a.e. y,
µ˜Py
` 
x P Ppyq |Mkpxq ą 1´ ρ
(˘
ě 1´
2
ρ
µ˜Py
`
PpyqrHη,ξ
`
F´kpBq
˘˘
.
The lemma follows if we show that
µξ
 
x | dptk P N0 |M
kpxq ą 1´ ρuq ą 1´ δ
(
ą
1
3
.
Set
G :“ tpx, kq PMξ ˆ N0 |M
kpxq ą 1´ ρu.
From (29) we have
lim sup
NÑ8
1
N
N´1ÿ
k“0
ż
Mξ
1Gpx, kq dµξpxq
“ lim sup
NÑ8
1
N
N´1ÿ
k“0
ż
Mξ
µ˜Py
` 
x P Ppyq |Mkpxq ą 1´ ρ
(˘
dµξpyq
ě lim sup
NÑ8
1
N
N´1ÿ
k“0
ż
Mξ
ˆ
1´
2
ρ
µ˜Py
`
PpyqrHη,ξ
`
F´kpBq
˘˘˙
dµξpyq
“ 1´ lim
NÑ8
2
ρ
1
N
N´1ÿ
k“0
µξ
`
Mξ rHη,ξ
`
F´kpBq
˘˘
ą 1´
2
ρ
δˆ “ 1´
2
3
δ.
Write
ψpxq :“ lim sup
NÑ8
1
N
N´1ÿ
k“0
1Gpx, kq “ dptk P N0 |M
kpxq ą 1´ ρuq.
From Fatou’s lemma we haveż
ψpxq dµξpxq ě lim sup
NÑ8
1
N
N´1ÿ
k“0
ż
Mξ
1Gpx, kq dµξpxq ą 1´
2
3
δ.
Then
1´
2
3
δ ă
ż
Mξ
ψ dµξ
ď µξ ptx | ψpxq ě 1´ δuq ` p1´ δq p1´ µξ ptx | ψpxq ě 1´ δuqq
“ δµξ ptx | ψpxq ě 1´ δuq ` 1´ δ
whence
µξptx | ψpxq ě 1´ δuq ą
1
3
concluding the proof. 
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7.3. Quasi-isometric estimates for stopping times. Consider fixed x P M and ξ, η P Ω
such that pξ, xq P X0 and pη, xq P X0. For any r ą 0 define stopping times
τ1,r “ τ1,r,x,ξ : N0 Ñ Z, τ2,r “ τ2,r,x,ξ,η : N0 Ñ Z
by
τ1,rpmq :“ suptn P Z :
DFnæEupξ,xqqǫ0 DF´mæEspξ,xqq´1ǫ0 u ă r; (30)
τ2,rpmq :“ suptn P Z :
DFnæEupη,xqǫ0 DF´mæEspξ,xqq´1ǫ0 u ă r. (31)
We remark that each τj,r is increasing and takes only finitely many non-positive values.
Lemma 7.4. The maps τj,r : N0 Ñ Z are quasi-isometric embeddings with constants
uniform in r. That is, setting
L :“ max
"
´λs ` ǫ0
λu ´ ǫ0
,
λu ` ǫ0
´λs ´ ǫ0
*
(32)
a :“ λu ` ǫ0, (33)
for all m, ℓ P N0, r ą 0 and j P t1, 2u
1
L
ℓ´ a ď τj,rpm` ℓq ´ τj,rpmq ď Lℓ` a (34)
Proof. We prove the lemma for τ :“ τ2,r; the proof and resulting estimates for τ1,r are
identical. Let κ “ exppλu ` ǫ0q. By definition we have
κ´1r ď
DF τpm`ℓqæEupη,xq
ǫ0
¨
DF´m´ℓ æEspξ,xq´1
ǫ0
¨
DF τpmqæEupη,xq
ǫ0
¨
DF τpmqæEupη,xq´1
ǫ0
ď r.
(35)
We bound the product of the middle terms of (35) by
expppλs ´ ǫ0qℓqκ
´1r
ď
DF´m´ℓæEspξ,xq´1ǫ0 ¨ DF τpmqæEupη,xqǫ0
ď expppλs ` ǫ0qℓqr
and the product of outermost terms of (35) by
expppλu ´ ǫ0qpτpm ` ℓq ´ τpmqqq
ď
DF τpm`ℓqæEupη,xq
ǫ0
¨
DF τpmqæEupη,xq´1
ǫ0
ď expppλu ` ǫ0qpτpm ` ℓq ´ τpmqqq.
Reassembling, (35) we have
exp
`
pλu ´ ǫ0qpτpm ` ℓq ´ τpmqq
˘
expppλs ´ ǫ0qℓqκ
´1r ď r
and
exp
`
pλu ` ǫ0qpτpm ` ℓq ´ τpmqq
˘
expppλs ` ǫ0qℓqr ě κ
´1r
hence
´λs ´ ǫ0
λu ` ǫ0
ℓ´ log κ ď τpm` ℓq ´ τpmq ď
´λs ` ǫ0
λu ´ ǫ0
ℓ` log κ. 
Lemma 7.5. Let τ : N0 Ñ Z be a quasi-isometric embedding with constants L and a
satisfying (34). For any G Ă N0 we obtain the following bounds on the densities of the
image and preimage of G under τ :
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1) 1
L2a
dpGq ď dpτpGqq
2) 1
L2a
dpGq ď dpτpGqq
3) if dpGq ě 1´ δ then dpτ´1pGqq ě 1´ pL2aq δ.
Proof. We first note that if τpnq “ τpn` kq, k ě 0, then
0 “ τpn` kq ´ τpnq ě
1
L
k ´ a
hence k ď La. In particular, the map τ : N0 Ñ Z is at worst pLaq-to-one. Secondly, we
have the inclusion
τpr0, ts X N0q Ă rτp0q ´ a, Lt` a` τp0qs.
We thus obtain bounds
#pr0, ts XGq
t
ď pLaq
#
`
rτp0q ´ a, Lt` a` τp0qs X τpGq
˘
t
“ pL2aq
#
`
rτp0q ´ a, Lt` a` τp0qs X τpGq
˘
Lt
.
Taking lim inftÑ8 and lim suptÑ8 yields the first two bounds.
For the final bound, let Gc :“ Z r G. Then τ´1pGq and τ´1pGcq partition N0. We
have
dpGcq :“ lim sup
NÑ8
ˆ
1´
#pr0, N s XGq
N
˙
“ 1´ lim inf
NÑ8
#pr0, N s XGq
N
ď δ.
hence by 2)
dpτ´1pGcqqď pL2aq dpτpτ´1pGcqqq ď pL2aq dpGcq ď pL2aqδ.
We then have
dpτ´1pGqq ě 1´ dpτ´1pGcqq ě 1´ pL2aqδ. 
As a corollary, we obtain the following.
Lemma 7.6. Let Gi,M Ă N0 satisfy
(1) dpG1q ě 1´ δ
(2) dpGiq ě 1´ δ for 2 ď i ď 4
(3) dpM q ě 1´ δ
and let τ1, τ2 : N0 Ñ Z be a quasi-isometric embedding with constants L and a satisfying
(34). Then
d
ˆ
G1 X G3 X τ2
´
M X τ´1
1
`
G2
˘
X τ´1
1
`
G4
˘¯˙
ě
1
L2a
`
1´ p4L2a` 1qδ
˘
.
Proof. For A,B Ă N0 we have bounds dpAq “ 1 ´ dpAcq, dpA X Bq ě dpAq ´ dpBcq,
and dpAXBq ě dpAq ´ dpBcq. Thus
d
´
M X τ´1
1
`
G2
˘
X τ´1
1
`
G4
˘¯
ě 1´ 2pL2aqδ ´ δ,
d
ˆ
G3 X τ2
´
M X τ´1
1
`
G2
˘
X τ´1
1
`
G4
˘¯˙
ě
1
L2a
`
1´ 2pL2aqδ ´ δ
˘
´ δ,
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and
d
ˆ
G1 X G3 X τ2
´
M X τ´1
1
`
G2
˘
X τ´1
1
`
G4
˘¯˙
ě
1
L2a
`
1´ 2pL2aqδ ´ δ
˘
´ 2δ. 
7.4. Bounds on measures of accumulation sets. Recall that we assume Ω to be Polish,
whence X is second countable. Let U be a countable basis for the topology on X and let
U˚ be the set of all finite unions of elements from U . We have that U˚ is countable whence
µ
˜ č
OPU˚
RpOq
¸
“ 1.
Lemma 7.7. Let G Ă N0 have upper density dpG q ě γ. Let q P
Ş
OPU˚ RpOq and
assume the set
tFnpqq | n P G u
is precompact. Let
G :“
8č
N“1
tF kpqq | k P rN,8q X G u.
Then µpGq ě γ.
Proof. Since G is compact, for every open U Ą G there is an O P U˚ with G Ă O Ă U .
Furthermore, by the definition of G and the precompactness of the sequence tF jpqq | j P
G u there is someM ą 0 such that F jpqq P O for all j P G XrM,8q. Using that q P RpOq
we have
µpUq ě µpOq “ lim
NÑ8
1
N
N´1ÿ
j“0
1OpF
jpqqq
ě lim sup
NÑ8
#pr0, N ´ 1s X rM,8q X G q
N
“ dpG q ě γ.
Since µ is a finite Borel measure on a Polish space X , it is outer regular whence
µpGq “ inf
UĄG
µpUq ě γ. 
8. PROOF OF LEMMA 6.1
In this section we complete the proof Lemma 6.1. We do this in a sequence of steps.
8.1. Step 1: Choice of parameters and Lusin sets. We have λs ă 0 ă λu given by the
dynamics F and the measure µ. Recall ǫ0 fixed in Section 5 and set
L :“ maxt
´λs ` ǫ0
λu ´ ǫ0
,
λu ` ǫ0
´λs ´ ǫ0
u
a :“ λu ` ǫ0.
Fix ρ “ 1
10
and choose 0 ă δ ă ρ so that
δ0 :“
1
L2a
`
1´ p4L2a` 1qδ
˘
ą 0. (36)
This will be the δ0 in Lemma 6.1.
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We apply Lusin’s theorem to all the structures developed in Section 5 to find a compact
subset K Ă X0 with µpKq ą 1´
ρ
3
δ so that each of the following varies continuously on
K:
i) the stable and unstable line fields pξ, xq ÞÑ Esξ pxq and pξ, xq ÞÑ Euξ pxq,
ii) the choice of orientation on Eu;
iii) the family of local stable and unstable manifolds
pξ, xq ÞÑW sξ,1pxq pξ, xq ÞÑW
u
ξ,1pxq
as C1 embedded curves in M parametrized by affine parameters (see (18));
iv) the family p ÞÑ µp;
v) the s- and u-Lyapunov norms.
We also assume that the function pp, zq ÞÑ ρppzq, where ρppzq is as in (16), is bounded onŤ
pPK W
u
1 ppq and that there exist C1, γˆ, rˆ, and Λ satisfying Lemma 5.6 with K Ă Λ.
Let AN Ă K be the set of points
AN :“
$&%pξ, xq P K | µ
s
pξ,xq
´
W s1 pξ, xq rW
s
1
N
pξ, xq
¯
µspξ,xq pW
s
1
pξ, xqq
ą
1
2
,.- .
Since µsp is non-atomic, by letting N Ñ 8 we may find an N0 so that µpAN0q ą 1 ´ δ.
Fix such an N0 and set A “ AN0 .
8.2. Step 2: Choice of ξ, η, x. We select ξ, η P Ω and x P M that will be fixed for the
remainder. The sets Gε in Lemma 6.1 will be the set of accumulation points of F kj pη, xq
for appropriate subsequences of pkjq Ă N satisfying good recurrence properties. We note
that we actually obtain a positive measure of such points pη, xq but only use the existence
of a single point. We recall the countable basis U for the topology on X from Section 7.4
and the notation U˚.
Recall that in Lemma 6.1 we assume that pξ, xq ÞÑ Esξ pxq is not F -measurable. By
Lemma 7.1, the Fˆ -measurability hypotheses in Theorem 4.10, the pointwise ergodic theo-
rem, and Lemma 7.2 we have for ν-a.e. ξ, νˆξ-a.e. η, and µξ-a.e. x PM that
i) µξ “ µη;
ii) for all n ě 1, f´nξ “ f´nη whence Euξ pxq “ Euη pxq, Wuξ pxq “ Wuη pxq, and
Huξ,x “ H
u
η,x;
iii) µpξ,xq “ µpη,xq;
iv) for µspξ,xq-a.e. pξ, yq P W spξ, xq we have Euξ pyq “ Euη pyq, Wuξ pyq “ Wuη pyq,
Huξ,y “ H
u
η,y, and µpξ,yq “ µpη,yq;
v) Euη pxq ‰ Euξ pxq;
vi) pξ, xq P RpKq and pξ, xq P RpAq;
vii) pη, xq P RpKq;
viii) pη, xq P RpOq for any O P U˚;
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ix) for D1npx, ξ,Kq defined in (25)
d
`  
n P N | D1npx, ξ,Kq ą 1´ ρ
( ˘
ą 1´ δ.
Furthermore, by Lemma 7.3, for ν-a.e. ξ, νˆξ-a.e. η, the set of x PM so that
x) for D2npx, ξ, η,Kq defined in (27)
d
`  
n P N0 | D
2
npx, ξ, η,Kq ą 1´ ρ
( ˘
ą 1´ δ
has µξ-measure at least 13 .
Finally, for a positive ν-measure set of ξ and a positive νˆξ-measure set of η, both
µξpKq ě 1´ δ and µηpKq ě 1´ δ. For such ξ and η, the set of x PM satisfying
xi) pξ, xq P K
xii) pη, xq P K
xiii) pξ, xq is a µspξ,xq-density point K:
lim
rÑ0
µspξ,xq pW
s
r pξ, xq XKq
µspξ,xq pW
s
r pξ, xqq
Ñ 1.
xiv) pξ, xq is a µspξ,xq-density point Hη,ξpKq:
lim
rÑ0
µspξ,xq pW
s
r pξ, xq XHη,ξpKqq
µspξ,xq pW
s
r pξ, xqq
Ñ 1.
has µξ-measure at least 1´ 2δ.
Since 1 ´ 2δ ą 2{3 by construction, we may select a triple ξ, η, and x satisfying
conditions i) –xiv) above.
8.3. Step 3: Choice of return times. Fix ξ, η, and x from Step 1. Consider any ε ą 0.
Recall the definitions of τ1,ε “ τ1,ε,x,ξ : N0 Ñ Z and τ2,ε “ τ2,ε,x,ξ,η : N0 Ñ Z as defined
in (30) and (31). We note that all estimates in the remainder are independent of ε.
For our fixed ξ, η, x define
(1) G1 :“ tn P N0 | D2npx, ξ, η,Kq ą 1´ ρu
(2) G2 :“ tn P N0 | D1npx, ξ,Kq ą 1´ ρu
(3) G3 :“ tn P N0 | Fnpη, xq P Ku
(4) G4 :“ tn P N0 | Fnpξ, xq P Ku
(5) M :“ tn P N0 | F´npξ, xq P Au.
We have that Gi, and M satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 7.6. Define
G “ G pξ, η, xq :“ τ´1
2,ε
`
G1
˘
X τ´1
2,ε
`
G3
˘
XM X τ´1
1,ε
`
G2
˘
X τ´1
1,ε
`
G4
˘
.
Note that for a function g : Y Ñ Z and A Ă Y,B Ă Z one has
gpg´1pBq XAq “ gpAq XB.
Thus
τ2,εpG q “ G1 X G3 X τ2,ε
´
M X τ´1
1,ε
`
G2
˘
X τ´1
1,ε
`
G4
˘¯
and by Lemma 7.6
dpτ2,εpG qq ě
1
L2a
`
1´ p4L2a` 1qδq “ δ0 ą 0.
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In particular, G is infinite.
By definition of G3 and G4, for every j P G we haveF τ1,εpjqpξ, xq P K andF τ2,εpjqpη, xq P
K.
8.4. Step 4: Choice of tyju. For each sufficiently large j P G we select a yj satisfying
Lemma 8.1 below. For any j P N define
rj :“ }DF
´jæEspξ,xq}
´1.
Lemma 8.1. For every sufficiently large j P G there exists y P W sξ,rˆpxq with dpx, yq ă γˆ
and
i) µpη,yq “ µpξ,yq,
ii) N´1
0
rj ď }H
s
pξ,xqpyq} ď rj ,
iii) pξ, yq P K and pη, yq P K ,
iv) F τ1,εpjqpξ, yq P K , and
v) F τ2,εpjqpη, yq P K .
Here rˆ and γˆ are as in Lemma 5.6.
Proof. We note that for all but finitely many j, we have rj ď rˆ and suptdpx, yq | y P
W sξ,rj pxqu ă γˆ. Furthermore, i) holds for almost every y PW sξ,rˆpxq.
For ii)–v) we have that for all j P G sufficiently large
a)
µspξ,xq
´
W srj pξ, xq XK
¯
µspξ,xq
´
W srj pξ, xq
¯ ą .9
b)
µspξ,xq
´
W srj pξ, xq XHη,ξpKq
¯
µspξ,xq
´
W srj pξ, xq
¯ ą .9
c) rj ă r0 for r0 given by Lemma 7.2
d) rj ă r0pxq for r0pxq given by Lemma 7.3 for our choice of ξ, η and x.
From c) and d), Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3, and the definitions of G1, and G2 it follows that
e)
µspξ,xq
´
W srj pξ, xq X F
´τ1,εpjqpKq
¯
µspξ,xq
´
W srj pξ, xq
¯ ą .9
f)
µspξ,xq
´
W srj pξ, xq XHη,ξ
`
F´τ2,εpjqpKq
˘¯
µspξ,xq
´
W srj pξ, xq
¯ ą .9
and from the definition of A that
g)
µspξ,xq
´
W srj pξ, xqrW
s
N
´1
0
rj
pξ, xq
¯
µspξ,xq
´
W srj pξ, xq
¯ ą .5.
It follows from a), b), e), f), and g) that there is a positive µspξ,xq-measure set of points
pξ, yq PW srj pξ, xq satisfying ii)-v). 
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For sufficiently large j P G , we select yj satisfying Lemma 8.1. Note that rj Ñ 0, and
hence yj Ñ x, as j P G Ñ8.
8.5. Step 5: Bounds on distortion. For sufficiently large j and yj satisfying Lemma 8.1
we have pη, xq, pη, yjq P K Ă Λ for a set Λ satisfying Lemma 5.6. We then have that the
intersection
W sη,rˆpyjq XW
u
ξ,rˆpxq “W
s
η,rˆpyjq XW
u
η,rˆpxq
is a singleton. Define zj PM to be this point of intersection (See Figure 1).
We have the following geometric lemma.
Lemma 8.2. There is C0 ą 0 such that for all sufficiently large j
C´1
0
}Hspξ,xqpyjq} ď }H
u
pξ,xqpzjq} ď C0 }H
s
pξ,xqpyjq}.
b b
b
x yj
zj
W sξ pxq
W sη pyjq
W sη pxq
W uξ pyjq “ W
u
η pyjqW
u
ξ pxq “ W
u
η pxq
FIGURE 1. Choice of zj
Proof. Identify M with Mξ and choose a coordinate map Ψ: x P U Ă M Ñ R2 and r
small enough so that
‚ Ψpxq “ 0,
‚ ΨpW sξ,rpxqq and ΨpWuξ,rpxqq are contained in the coordinate axes, and
‚ ΨpW sη,rpxqq is contained in the interior of a closed cone C that intersects the axes
only in the origin.
By the C1-continuity of the local stable manifolds on K X Mη, for sufficiently large j
ΨpW sη,rpyjqq is contained in the interior of the cone Ψpyjq ` C.
From trigonometry there is a C˜ with
C˜´1dp0,Ψpyjqq ď dp0,ΨpW
s
η,rpyjqq XΨpW
u
η,rpxqq ď C˜dp0,Ψpyjqq
From the bi-Lipschitz bounds on Ψ and on Hspξ,xq and H
u
pξ,xq restricted to local manifolds
W sξ,rpxq and Wuξ,rpxq, the estimates follow in the affine coordinates. 
We establish some conventions for the remainder. (See Figures 1 and 2.)
Definition 8.3. For j P G satisfying Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2 define qj :“ pξ, yjq, p1j :“
F τ1,εpjqppξ, xqq, q1j :“ F
τ1,εpjqpξ, yjq, p
2
j :“ F
τ2,εpjqpη, xq, q2j :“ F
τ2,εpjqpη, yjq, zj :“
W sη,rpyjq XW
u
ξ,rpxq, wj :“ f
τ2,εpjq
η pzjq, and oj “ F τ2,εpjqpη, zjq.
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We establish controls on the growth of certain quantities.
Lemma 8.4. There are C2 ą 0 and C3 ą 0 such that for all sufficiently large j P G
(a) C´1
3
ε ď }Hu
p2j
pwjq} ď C3ε
(b) C´1
2
ď
›››DF τ1,εpjqæEuppξ,xqq››› ›››DF τ2,εpjqæEupη,xq›››´1 ď C2
and if ε ă rˆ{C3
(c) C´1
2
ď
›››DF τ1,εpjqæEupξ,yjq››› ›››DF τ2,εpjqæEupη,yjq›››´1 ď C2
Proof. Let M0 “ max
qPK
#
} ¨ }q
~¨~q,ǫ0
,
~¨~q,ǫ0
} ¨ }q
+
. Write p “ pξ, xq.
We have N´1
0
ď }Hs
F´jppqpf
´j
ξ pyjqq} ď 1 whence we derive the sequence of bounds
M´1
0
N´1
0
ď
HsF´jppqpf´jξ pyjqq
ǫ0
ďM0
M´1
0
N´1
0
DF´jæEspξ,xq´1ǫ0 ď Hsppyjqǫ0 ďM0 DF´jæEspξ,xq´1ǫ0
M´2
0
N´1
0
DF´jæEspξ,xq´1ǫ0 ď }Hsppyjq} ďM20 DF´jæEspξ,xq´1ǫ0
C´1
0
M´2
0
N´1
0
DF´jæEspξ,xq´1ǫ0 ď }Hup pzjq} “ }Hupη,xqpzjq} ď C0M20 DF´jæEspξ,xq´1ǫ0
C´1
0
M´3
0
N´1
0
DF´jæEspξ,xq´1ǫ0 ď Hupη,xqpzjqǫ0 ď C0M30 DF´jæEspξ,xq´1ǫ0 .
We thus have
C´1
0
M´3
0
N´1
0
DF τ2,εpjqæEupη,xq
ǫ0
DF´jæEspξ,xq´1ǫ0
ď
Hup2j pf τ2,εpjqη pzjqqǫ0 ď C0M30
DF τ2,εpjqæEupη,xq
ǫ0
DF´jæEspξ,xq´1ǫ0 .
from which we conclude
C´1
0
M´4
0
N´1
0
e´aε ď }Hup2j
pwjqq} ď C0M
4
0 ε.
This proves (a) with C3 “ C0M40N0ea.
For (b), we have, in the Lyapunov norms,
e´aε ď
DF τ1,εpjqæEupξ,xq
ǫ0
DF´jæEspξ,xq´1ǫ0 ď ε
and
e´aε ď
DF τ2,εpjqæEupη,xq
ǫ0
DF´jæEspξ,xq´1ǫ0 ď ε
whence
e´a ď
DF τ1,εpjqæEupξ,xq
ǫ0
DF τ2,εpjqæEupη,xq´1
ǫ0
ď ea.
Converting to the Riemannian norm we have
e´aM´4
0
ď }DF τ1,εpjqæEupξ,xq} }DF
τ2,εpjqæEupη,xq}
´1 ď eaM40 .
To prove (c) we expand ››DF τ1,εpjqæEupξ,yjq›› ››DF τ2,εpjqæEupη,yjq››´1 into the equiva-
lent product
}DF τ1,εpjqæEupξ,yjq}
}DF τ1,εpjqæEupξ,xq}
}DF τ1,εpjqæEupξ,xq}
}DF τ2,εpjqæEupη,xq}
}DF τ2,εpjqæEupη,zjq}
´1
}DF τ2,εpjqæEupη,xq}´1
}DF τ2,εpjqæEupη,zjq}
}DF τ2,εpjqæEupη,yjq}
.
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For ε ą 0 such that C3ε ă rˆ, we have upper and lower bounds—uniform in j P G —on
each ratio: The bounds on the first and forth ratios follow from Lemma 5.6(2), the second
from (b), and the third from (a) and Lemma 5.6(1). 
8.6. Step 6: Construction ofGε. For the remainder, consider any 0 ă ε ď 12C3 mintrˆ, 1u.
Then for j P G large enough, we have oj P Wu1
`
p2j
˘
and all bounds in the above lemmas
hold. We define Gε Ă K to be the set of accumulation points of tp2jujPG :
Gε :“
č
MÑ8
tp2j | j P G X rM,8qu “
č
MÑ8
tF ℓpη, xq | ℓ P τ2,εpG X rM,8qqu.
We note by the construction of G that Gε Ă K and is non-empty. Furthermore, using that
pη, xq P RpOq for any O P U˚, by Lemmas 7.6 and 7.7 and (36) we have
µpGεq ě dpτ2,εpG qq ě δ0.
We show that Lemma 6.1 holds with Gε as defined above. Let
C4 :“ sup
pPK
sup
qPWu
1
ppq
}D0H
u
q ˝ pH
u
p q
´1}.
Then the constant M in Lemma 6.1 is given by
M :“ C3C4C
2
2 .
We note this is independent of ε.
Lemma 8.5. Let p P Gε. Then there is an affine map
ψ : RÑ R
with
(1) 1
M
ď |Dψ| ďM ;
(2) ε
M
ď |ψp0q| ďMε;
(3) ψ˚µp » µp.
Proof. We have each p2j and q2j is contained in the compact set K . Let p P Gε be an
accumulation point of tp2ju. We may restrict to an infinite subset B Ă G Ă N0 such that
lim
jPBÑ8
p2j “ p and such that the sequence tq2j ujPB converges. Let
q “ lim
jPBÑ8
q2j “ lim
jPBÑ8
oj .
Note that q P K and by Lemma 8.4(a), q PWu1 ppq. See Figure 2.
Fix γ :“ dpHuq ˝ pHup q´1ptqq{dtp0q and let v :“ Ip ˝ Hup pqq. Note that by Lemma
8.4(a), we have C´1
3
ε ď |v| ď C3ε. Define the map Φ: RÑ R by
Φ: t ÞÑ γpt´ vq.
By construction, we have
Φ˚µp » µq. (37)
It remains to relate the measures µq and µp.
Given α P R, write λα : RÑ R for the linear map λα : x ÞÑ αx. Define αj , βj P R so
that
λαj “ Ip1j ˝DF
τ1,εpjqæEuppξ,xqq ˝DHη,ξ ˝
´
DF τ2,εpjqæEupη,xq
¯´1
˝ I´1
p2j
,
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b
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bp
q
oj q2j
p2j
M
θ
τ2,εpjqpηq
Wspq2j q
Wupq2j qWupp2j q
Wuppq
b b
p1j
q1j
M
θ
τ1,εpjqpξq
Wupq1j q
Wspp1j q
Wupp1j q
FIGURE 2. Proof of Lemma 6.1
λβj “ Iq1j ˝DF
τ1,εpjqæEupξ,yjq ˝DHη,ξ ˝
´
DF τ2,εpjqæEupη,yjq
¯´1
˝ I´1
q2j
.
As before, Hη,ξ denotes the trivial identification between Mη and Mξ. From Lemma 8.4
we have
|αj | P rC
´1
2
, C2s, |βj | P rC
´1
2
, C2s
hence we may further restrict the set B Ă G Ă N0 so that the limits
lim
jPBÑ8
αj “ α, lim
jPBÑ8
βj “ β
are defined.
We claim that pλαq˚µp » pλβq˚µq. Indeed, we have
pλαj q˚µp2j » µp1j , pλβj q˚µq2j » µq1j .
We introduce normalization factors
cj :“ µp2j pr´α
´1
j , α
´1
j sq
´1, dj :“ µq2j pr´β
´1
j , β
´1
j sq
´1
and
c :“ µppr´α
´1, α´1sq´1, d :“ µqpr´β
´1, β´1sq´1.
We recall that each µq has no atoms; hence intervals are continuity sets for each µq and
thus cj Ñ c and dj Ñ d. Let f be a continuous, compactly supported function f : RÑ R.
We note that q ÞÑ µqpfq is uniformly continuous on K and thatˇˇ
pλαq˚µqpfq ´ pλαj q˚µqpfq
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇż
fpαtq ´ fpαjtq dµqptq
ˇˇˇˇ
approaches zero uniformly in q as j P B Ñ8. Thus for any κ ą 0 and for all sufficiently
large j P B we have
‚ |cpλαq˚µppfq ´ cpλαq˚µp2j pfq| ď κ,
‚ |cpλαq˚µp2j pfq ´ cjpλαj q˚µp2j pfq| ď κ,
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‚ |dpλβq˚µqpfq ´ dpλβq˚µq2j pfq| ď κ,
‚ |dpλβq˚µq2j pfq ´ djpλβj q˚µq2j pfq| ď κ,
‚ |µp1j pfq ´ µq1j pfq| ď κ.
Since
cjpλαj q˚µp2j pfq “ µp1j pfq, djpλβj q˚µq2j pfq “ µq1j pfq
we conclude cpλαq˚µp “ dpλβq˚µq, or
µq » pλα{βq˚µp.
Combining the above with (37), it follows that map
ψ “ pλα{βq
´1 ˝ Φ: t ÞÑ
βγ
α
pt´ vq.
satisfies the conclusion of the Lemma. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.1.
9. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3
We end with the proof of Theorem 3.3.
Proof. Let µˆ be as in Theorem 3.3, and assume that hµˆpX`pM, νˆqq ą 0 and the stable
distributionEsωpxq is non-random. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that µˆ is SRB. Let F : Σˆ
M Ñ Σ ˆM be the canonical skew product constructed in Section 4.1 and let µ be the
F -invariant measure defined by Proposition 4.2. Then the conditional measures of µ along
a.e. unstable manifold Wupx, ξq for the skew product F are absolutely continuous. Define
the ergodic basin B Ă ΣˆM of µ to be the set of pξ, xq P X such that
lim
nÑ8
1
N
N´1ÿ
n“0
φpfnξ pxqq “
ż
φ dµˆ
for all φ : M Ñ R continuous. By the point-wise ergodic theorem and the separability of
C0pMq, we have µpBq “ 1. Furthermore, for points pξ, xq P B whose fiber-wise stable
manifold W spξ, xq is defined we have
W spξ, xq P B.
We have the following “transverse” absolute continuity property. Given a typical ξ P Σ
and a collection of fiber-wise local stable manifolds S :“ tW sξ,rpxquxPQ with “bounded
geometry” consider two manifolds T1 and T2 everywhere transverse to the collection S.
Define the holonomy map from T1 to T2 by “sliding along” elements of S. Such holo-
nomy maps were shown by Pesin to be absolutely continuous in the deterministic volume
preserving setting [Pes]. For fiber-wise stable manifolds associated to skew products sat-
isfying (IC), such holonomy maps are also known to be absolutely continuous. See [LY2,
(4.2)] for further details and references and to proofs.
The above absolute continuity property implies that if µˆ is SRB and if A Ă Σ ˆM is
any set with µpAq ą 0 then for νZ-a.e. ξď
pξ,xqPAXMξ
W sξ pxq ĂMξ
has positive Lebesgue measure. It follows that for the ergodic basis B,
pνˆZ ˆmqpBq ą 0.
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We note that if η P Σ´locpξq then
Hη,ξpB XMηq “ B XMξ
since fnξ “ fnη for n ě 0. Define Bˆ to be the ergodic basin of νNˆ µˆ for the skew product
Fˆ : Σ` ˆM ; that is pω, xq P Bˆ if
lim
nÑ8
1
N
N´1ÿ
n“0
φpfnω pxqq “
ż
φ dµˆ
for all φ : M Ñ R continuous. We have that Bˆ is the image of B under the natural
projection ΣˆM Ñ Σ` ˆM whence pνˆN ˆmqpBˆq ą 0.
Define a measure
mˆ “ 1
pνˆNˆmqpBˆq
pνˆN ˆmqæ
Bˆ
on Σ` ˆM . Since both the set Bˆ and the measure νˆN ˆm are Fˆ -invariant (recall that m
is νˆ-a.s. invariant) the measure mˆ is Fˆ -invariant. Furthermore, for mˆ-a.e. pω, xq and any
continuous φ : M Ñ R, the Birkhoff sums satisfy
lim
nÑ8
1
N
N´1ÿ
n“0
φpfnω pxqq “
ż
φ dµˆ
which implies that mˆ is ergodic for F and, in particular, is an ergodic component of νˆZˆm.
This implies (see e.g. [Kif, Proposition I.2.1]) that mˆ is of the form mˆ “ νˆZ ˆm0 for m0
an ergodic component of m for X`pM, νq.
Then, for any continuous function φ : M Ñ R, νˆN-a.e. ω P Σ`, and m0-a.e. x P M ,
we have
lim
nÑ8
1
N
N´1ÿ
n“0
φpfnω pxqq “
ż
φ dµˆ.
Furthermore, since νˆ ˆm0 is invariant and ergodic for Fˆ , for νˆN-a.e. ω P Σ` and m0-a.e.
x PM we also have that
lim
nÑ8
1
N
N´1ÿ
n“0
φpfnω pxqq “
ż
φ dm0.
In particular,
ş
φ dµˆ “
ş
φ dm0 for all φ : M Ñ R, whence µˆ “ m0. 
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